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Connections for WiFi Setup

Connections for Ethernet Setup
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Installing the Camera
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Even though the camera is weatherproof rated, all wired connections from the camera must be
sheltered from the elements.
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Installation Tips

• Camera is rated for indoor/outdoor installation. For outdoor applications, installation under shelter is recommended.
• Before installing the camera, carefully plan where and how it will be positioned, and where you will route the cabling that
connects the camera to the power adapter.
• If using the camera wirelessly, avoid installation in a location which requires the wireless signal to pass through cement, concrete
and metal structures. This will reduce the transmission range.
• Wireless cameras require a power source to operate.
• Ensure power outlets are sheltered from the elements.
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Use the included mounting screws to attach the camera to the mounting surface:
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Connect the camera’s Ethernet cable to the Ethernet splitter.

NOTE: If you run the cabling along the mounting
surface, run the camera’s Ethernet cable through
the cable notch on the mounting plate.
Cable notch

NOTE: You can use up to 164ft of Ethernet extension cable (not
included).
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Connect the camera’s Ethernet cable to the Ethernet splitter.
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Connect the other end of the Ethernet splitter to the Ethernet
extension cable.
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Connect the other end of the Ethernet extension cable to the
2-in-1 adapter.
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Connect one end of the power adapter to the 2-in-1 adapter,
and connect the other end to a sheltered power outlet.

Connect the other end of the Ethernet extension cable to the
2-in-1 adapter.

Connect one end of the power adapter to the 2-in-1 adapter,
and connect the other end to a power outlet.

NOTE: Power outlet must be sheltered from the elements.
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NOTE: You can use up to 164ft of Ethernet extension cable (not
included).

Adjust the camera so it captures the desired viewing area.

Remove the protective film from the front of the camera. If the film is not
removed, it will affect picture quality.
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Connect the other end of the Ethernet splitter to the Ethernet
extension cable.

a. Mark the positions of the screw holes on the mounting surface.
b. Drill holes and insert the included drywall anchors as needed.
c. Firmly attach camera to the surface using the included screws.
NOTE: If you run the cabling through
the mounting surface, connect to power
before attaching the camera to the wall.
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Connect the Ethernet cable from the 2-in-1 adapter to a LAN
port on your router (not included).

NOTE: Power outlet must be sheltered from the elements.

Complete the setup using the Quick Mobile Guide.

Complete the setup using the Quick Mobile Guide.
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